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What Engaging Medical Staff Can Teach You About Your 

Own Employees?
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Some of the critical questions and issues we will be 

answering today

▪ What outcomes to 

expect from virtual 

expert medical 

opinions

▪ How combining 

meaningful incentives 

and thoughtful 

employee engagement 

leads to increased 

savings, high 

employee usage, and 

satisfaction

▪ How to yield higher total 

program utilization and 

savings with thoughtful 

plan design decisions

▪ How to use informed 

guidance to empower 

members to make 

better decisions during 

pivotal moments of 

their health care 

journey



What Engaging Medical 
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PURPOSE
To save and improve lives, 

every day.

VISION

Connect everyone affected by pain or 

disease with the best healthcare 

resources the world has to offer.

About 2nd.MD



Why are second opinions so important?



Reinforce savings and improve 

outcomes.

Actively engage high-risk & 

high-impact employees for 

second opinion service to 

manage risk.

Provide a comprehensive 

tool across allconditions.

Goals For Second Opinion Solution



A solution that is easy to 

implement and provides 

effective clinically focused 

programs.

Expert led care that is live 

and interactive with 

employees.

A great consumer experience to 

connect vendor partners together 

as a collaborative group.

2nd.MD Makes a Difference

1. Improving clinical outcomes

2. Lowering healthcare costs

3. Elevating employee satisfaction 



• Very focused employee communication and user engagement. 

• Important to have multiple partners together at the table during 

implementation to provide great connectivity and working 

relationships.

Data Analytics Partner integration Training 

& toolkit delivery
Incentive Program Communication strategy 

developed & deployed

Connected all our different vendor partners together to deliver:

2nd.MD makes it easy to integrate and implement with our partners



Member Experience

“Very easy process and 

this benefit is something 

people should take 

advantage of.”

“[The 2nd.MD Care Team Nurse] went above & beyond to put 

me in touch with the right person.”

“[The 2nd.MD Specialist] 

was very thorough. He took 

the time to listen to all my 

concerns and give his 

thoughts on my condition. 

Many times, during the 

consult he stopped to make 

sure I understood and to 

ask if I had any questions. 

He covered all the issues I 

was concerned about and 

took the time to talk through 

them all. Never did I feel 

rushed! It was a very good 

experience, thank you!”

“After 2-3 years of chasing a possible 

solution to my health condition I see a 

glimmer of hope! I knew when I read 

through the recommended physician 

that she was the right person to 

address my concerns. I am 

overwhelmed with gratefulness.” 

“[The 2nd.MD Specialist] explained 

my situation thoroughly, helped me to 

think through my treatment options, 

and gave me excellent options for 

ways I might approach my issue.”

“[My 2nd.MD Care Team Nurse] is amazing! So 

compassionate and smart and really on top of my 

case! She had such a good understanding of my 

condition, my concerns, and my questions and 

was incredibly thoughtful in pairing me with my 

specialist. She has truly gone above and beyond for 

me in terms of helping me get all the answers I 

needed! I have never felt so cared for, empowered, 

and important in a medical context before.”

Source: Results from BCM Activation Campaign 1/1-2/28, 2021.  



• Nurses and records staff work together 

focused on specific medical specialties

• Records staff are highly trained health 

information managers and healthcare 

administrators.

The Human Touch  

2nd.MD’s Care Team



Why 2nd.MD

• Get people access to 

expert medical guidance

• Make healthcare more 

efficient and engaging

• Reduce costs



Results Implementing 2nd.MD 

Source: Results from 2nd.MD 2021 Book of Business.  

consults resulting 

in improved 

treatment plan

consults resulting in 

alternate diagnosis

consults resulting in 

canceled surgeries 

100% 53% 60% 
average saving per 

consultation

$13,376



Q & A

QUESTIONS?



Download Whitepaper:

Using Data to Drive Virtual Expert Medical Opinion Utilization 

3 Ways to Harness the Power of Data To Lower Costs & 

Improve Outcomes

2nd.md/lowercosts
For questions on how 2nd.MD can help, 

email busdev@2nd.MD, call 1.866.410.8650 

White Paper 

Cover Image

TBD

THANK YOU!
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Upcoming Webcast Programming from The Conference Board

View all our upcoming webcast programs at 

https://www.conference-board.org/webcasts/upcoming/

▪ How to Improve Claims Savings with End-to-End 

Transparency (September 28, 2021)

▪ How to Strategically Measure Program Impact 

Through Data Trends (September 29, 2021) 

▪ Inclusive Leadership for Building Equitable 

Organizations (October 7, 2021) 

https://www.conference-board.org/webcasts/upcoming/
https://www.conference-board.org/webcast/specials/improve-claim-savings
https://www.conference-board.org/webcast/specials/impact-through-data-trends
https://www.conference-board.org/webcast/specials/inclusive-leadership
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Sign in to enjoy customized, convenient access to the full range of

Member benefits – the latest research, benchmarking & data tools,

peer networks, and events delivering Trusted Insights for What’s Ahead.

Watch this short video to get started.

https://www.conference-board.org/mytcb
https://youtu.be/J-Owz0s0gX8
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NEW Podcast Series: C-Suite Perspectives - Insights for What’s Ahead™

Available on our website at https://www.conference-board.org/podcasts/c-suite-

perspectives-podcast or on most popular podcasting platforms, including:

Hosted by our CEO, Steve Odland, this bi-monthly 

series features in-depth interviews with thought 

leaders from The Conference Board to provide senior 

and C-suite executives with data-driven insights to 

prepare them for what’s ahead.

https://www.conference-board.org/podcasts/c-suite-perspectives-podcast
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/c-suite-perspectives/id1565427142
https://podcasts.google.com/feed/aHR0cHM6Ly9jc3VpdGVwZXJzcGVjdGl2ZXMubGlic3luLmNvbS9yc3M?sa=X&ved=0CAMQ4aUDahcKEwjI8MDA4LfwAhUAAAAAHQAAAAAQAQ&hl=en
https://open.spotify.com/show/2Y7c9gtdZJqocXdak7MOY5

